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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
1. Purpose
The purpose of this document is to provide guidance for systematically addressing the safety
and mobility impacts of work zones throughout the various stages of the project development
and implementation process, and developing strategies to help manage these impacts.
2. Background
On September 9, 2004, the Federal Highway Administration amended its regulations governing
traffic safety and mobility in highway and street work zones and published the Work Zone Safety
and Mobility Rule (the Rule) (see Appendix A - Federal Register 69 FR 54562). This Rule
updates and renames the former regulation on “Traffic Safety in Highway and Street Work
Zones” in 23 CFR 630 Subpart J.
The changes to the regulation require States to perform an evaluation of the broader safety and
mobility impacts of work zones across project development stages, and the implementation of
appropriate strategies to help manage these impacts. Specifically, the Rule was updated to:
·

Address the issue of more work zones, growing traffic volumes and congestion, very little
growth in roadway capacity, work zone safety concerns, more work being performed under
traffic, and public frustration with work zones.

·

Facilitate consideration of the broader safety and mobility impacts of work zones, and the
development and implementation of management strategies to reduce these impacts.

·

Develop provisions that are sufficiently flexible to be applied to address both current and
future work zone issues.

3. Applicability
This document applies to all projects that occur on streets and highways under the
Department’s jurisdiction. This includes existing and new State roads, and existing and new
subdivision streets maintained by the Department.
These guidelines should be applied to all new projects and all existing projects that have a
preliminary plan due date after October 12, 2007. For existing projects with a preliminary plan
due date before October 12, 2007, these guidelines may be applied on a case by case basis.
These guidelines do not apply to work related to emergency repairs.
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CHAPTER II: SIGNIFICANT PROJECTS
1. Identification of Significant Projects
The classification of certain projects as significant is intended to allocate resources more
effectively to projects that are likely to have greater impacts. According to FHWA, “a
significant project is one that, alone or in combination with other concurrent projects nearby
is anticipated to cause sustained work zone impacts that are greater than what is
considered tolerable based on State policy and/or engineering judgment.”
Determining whether a project is “significant” dictates what level of detail is required in a
Transportation Management Plan (TMP) (see Chapter IV). A TMP defines a set of
coordinated strategies and describes how these strategies will be used to manage the work
zone impacts of a project. For projects that are considered “not significant,” only a Traffic
Control Plan (TCP) is required. For “significant” projects, the TMP shall consist of a TCP, as
well as transportation operations (TO) and pubic information (PI) components.
The following projects are considered to be “significant”:
1) All projects on Interstates, freeways, and expressways that occupy a location1 for more
than three days with either intermittent or continuous lane closures. Refer to DelDOT’s
Functional Classification maps located at:
http://www.deldot.gov/information/pubs_forms/func_maps/pdf/functional_classification.pdf
2) All projects on the National Highway System that occupy a location1 for more than five
consecutive days with either intermittent or continuous lane closures. Refer to FHWA’s
National Highway System maps located at:
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/hep10/nhs/maps/de/de_delaware.pdf
3) Any project or combination of projects that are anticipated to cause sustained work zone
impacts that are greater than what is considered tolerable as determined by the Chief
Engineer.
All other projects are considered to be “not significant”. Specific examples may include:
·
·
·
·

Roadside maintenance activities (guardrail replacement, mowing operations, tree
trimming)
Pavement restriping activities
Traffic control device upgrades (traffic signals, signing)
Pavement rehabilitation projects excluding projects located on Interstates, expressways,
and freeways

2. When to Identify Significant Projects
Significant projects should be identified during the planning phase of the project and/or
when the Capital Transportation Plan is updated each year. As more information becomes
available, it will be necessary to reconfirm whether a project is significant or not during
1

A “location” may be defined as a portion of a project work zone and not the entire project work zone.
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subsequent project development stages, recognizing that this may delay the project
schedule and/or increase project costs.
3. Exception Process
Some projects that are classified as “significant” will not cause a high level of disruption,
even though they are on major facilities or involve lengthy closures. For an Interstate project
that is classified as “significant” under criterion 1, but in the judgment of DelDOT, the project
will not cause sustained work zone impacts, DelDOT may request an exception from the
FHWA Division Office. Exceptions may be granted by the FHWA Division Office based on
DelDOT’s ability to show that the specific project does not have sustained work zone
impacts. Exceptions for non-Interstate projects must be approved by the Chief Engineer.
Blanket exceptions for certain categories of projects may be sought if such projects will not
have sustained impacts. Some examples of projects that might qualify for blanket
exceptions include:
·
·
·
·
A.

Road work on projects where the capacity far exceeds the demand (e.g., single lane
closures on highways that have low volumes of traffic)
Night work on certain routes that have low volumes of traffic
Off-peak and weekend lane-closures on certain routes
Short-term, moving operations on certain routes
Process for Requesting Exceptions

For Interstate projects, DelDOT should work with the FHWA Division Office throughout the
process of requesting an exception.
The following process should be followed for exception requests:
Step 1 - Perform a Work Zone Impacts Assessment (see Chapter V).
Step 2 - Determine whether the project is expected to have sustained work zone impacts.
Step 3 - If the project appears to meet the conditions for an exception, prepare an exception
request.
Step 4 - FHWA (Interstate projects) or DelDOT’s Chief Engineer (non-Interstate projects)
reviews the exception request.
Step 5 - Take appropriate action based on the results of the review. Either reassess the
impacts (go back to Step 1) or implement an appropriate Transportation Management Plan
(TMP) based on whether the exception request is approved or not.
B.

Contents of an Exception Request

The contents and level of detail in an exception request will vary based on the type,
complexity, and expected impacts of a project. For projects that are not complex and are of
small size or short duration, the exception request may be very simple. For more
complicated projects, the exception request may be more detailed. The main element of an
exception request should be the assessment of the expected work zone impacts, and a
description of the project and local conditions. Figure 1 below shows a sample Work Zone
Exception Request Form.
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Figure 1: Sample Work Zone Exception Request Form

Work Zone Exception Request
State Project No._______________

Federal-Aid Project No.__________________

Date: ________________________

Interstate Project (yes/no): _______________

Project Title: _______________________________________________________________
Abstract: (Provide a summary detailing the nature of the exception, reason for request, etc.)

Recommended By: ______________________________________________
Assistant Director - Transportation Solutions or
Maintenance and Operations
Recommended By: ______________________________________________
Assistant Director - Traffic
Approved By: ____________________________________________ Date: ____________
Chief Engineer
Approved By: ____________________________________________ Date: ____________
Federal Highway Administration (Interstate Projects only)
Enclosures: Include a description of the project, a location map showing the effected area, and
an assessment of the expected work zone impacts to document the request.
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CHAPTER III: PROJECT PROCEDURES
Potential work zone or constructability issues of a project should be identified as early as
practical during the project development process. Figure 2 shows the Transportation
Management Plan (TMP) development process. The following is a summary of the procedures
that shall be performed during each step of the statewide planning and project development
process:
1. Statewide Planning Phase
A. Identify projects expected to cause “significant” work zone impacts.
B. When developing the six-year Capital Transportation Plan, consider the locations of
regional projects, and their proximity to each other to ensure that multiple parallel routes
are not under construction concurrently.
C. When developing project schedules for each region within Transportation Solutions,
consider the proximity of projects to each other and the timing of the start and
completion of construction. Where a series of proposed projects are along the same
corridor or along corridors of close proximity, consideration should be given to preparing
a single Transportation Management Plan (TMP) (See Chapter IV) covering all projects.
2. Concept Development Phase
A TMP (see Chapter IV) shall be developed for all projects. Although a full TMP document is
not developed until the design phase, conducting some TMP analyses during concept
development ensures that work zone impacts are identified early in the project development
process in order to make the changes necessary to address potential safety or mobility
issues. Additionally, at this early stage, more alternatives for addressing work zone impacts
are available, so a broader range of strategies can be chosen. This will also help ensure
adequate costs are included in preliminary cost estimates.
The following activities should be performed during the Concept Development Phase.
A. Perform Preliminary Work Zone Impacts Assessment (see Chapter V) - As part of
the alternatives analyses and evaluation process, work zone safety and mobility should
be considered as a factor in the selection of a preferred alternative. The purpose of this
analysis is to assess overall constructability of the alternatives under consideration and
determine if constructability should be a factor in the selection of a preferred alternative.
The specific characteristics of a project will determine the factors to be considered and
the level of detail to be included in the evaluation.
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Figure 2: TMP Development
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B. Determine TMP Needs - The elements of a TMP needed for a project are based on
whether the project is determined to be significant (see Chapter II). During the Concept
Development Phase, it should be determined what type of TMP will be developed. The
two types of TMPs are described below. See Chapter IV for additional guidance.
Type A TMP - Required for construction or maintenance projects that will result in
minimal disruption to the traveling public and adjacent businesses and community. A
Type A TMP includes only a Traffic Control Plan (TCP).
Type B TMP - Required for Significant projects. Type B TMPs include a TCP, Public
Information (PI) and Transportation Operations (TO) components, and a Work Zone
Impacts Assessment (see Chapter V).
C. Identify Stakeholders and Begin Public Outreach - For projects requiring a Type B
TMP, public outreach often occurs during Concept Development. This is typically when
Working Groups are formed and Public Workshops, Hearings and other public outreach
activities occur. These activities provide an opportunity to identify stakeholders and
begin to engage the public in travel demand management strategies.
Stakeholders should be identified that represent different perspectives and will vary
depending on the nature of the project. Stakeholders may include DelDOT staff from
Planning, Project Development, Traffic, Construction, Maintenance, Operations, Public
Relations, and external stakeholders such as local governments (county and city),
FHWA, DART, WILMAPCO, Dover/Kent County MPO, Delaware State Police, local
police, public officials, Transportation Management Association (TMA) of Delaware,
contractors, railroad agencies/operators, freight operators, utility providers, emergency
services, local businesses, area residents, community groups, and schools.
3. Design Phase
A. Develop TMP - For all projects, a TMP shall be prepared during the Preliminary and
Semi-Final Plan Stages. The TMP will outline a set of strategies for managing the work
zone impacts of a project (See Chapter IV). A more detailed Work Zone Impacts
Assessment (See Chapter V) should be performed (as necessary) during the Semi-Final
Plan Stage as part of the development of the TMP.
B. Update/Revise TMP - This step represents the iterative aspect of TMP development.
The TMP is a ‘dynamic document’ that is maintained and revised as the project
progresses and when more information becomes available.
C. Finalize TMP - The PS&E package shall include either all the applicable elements of a
TMP, or the provisions for a contractor to develop a TMP. Typically, TMP development
will have begun prior to awarding a contract, even for design-build projects. In cases
where contractors will develop TMPs, the PS&E package shall contain an outline of a
TMP developed during the planning and concept development phases, and the
provisions for developing a TMP under the contract.
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4. Construction Phase
A. Reevaluate/Revise TMP - If alternative construction phasing/staging plans or other
management strategies have been suggested, DelDOT and the contractor should review
the TMP to see if changes are needed. If alternative strategies may have an impact on
safety or mobility, the work zone impacts assessment should be updated by DelDOT
and/or the contractor to ensure the TMP will operate effectively. Any revisions must be
approved by the DelDOT Project Manager prior to implementation.
B. Implement TMP - Some components of the TMP may need to be implemented prior to
construction (e.g. public relations campaign, improvements to detour routes).
C. TMP Monitoring - Safety and mobility should be monitored throughout the duration of
construction. Routine work zone reviews should be performed to ensure that work zone
traffic control devices are maintained in accordance with specifications, determine
whether predicted impacts closely resemble the actual conditions in the field and if the
TMP is working effectively. These reviews cover all aspects of work zone traffic control,
including signage, traffic control devices and layout, overall traffic control management,
pavement markings, and speed limits. Conducting some reviews during daylight and
some at night can help identify any variations or special concerns specific to these
conditions.
The Traffic Control Inspection Report shown in Figure 3 should be used to conduct
consistent and routine work zone reviews. Other field observations (inspector’s diary,
crash data, and operational information) may also be used to manage work zone
impacts. For larger projects, a project specific Traffic Control Inspection Report may be
developed to monitor queue lengths, delays or other performance measures.
D. Update/Revise the TMP Based on Monitoring - The TMP should be revised as
necessary throughout construction in response to identified issues or deficiencies. Any
changes to the TMP should be documented and approved by the DelDOT Project
Manager.
5. Post-Construction
For significant projects (Type B TMP only), a Post-Construction TMP Review Form (see Figure
4) should be completed by the Quality Section as part of the Post-Construction Review. The
Quality Section should contact DelDOT staff involved in all aspects of the project including
Construction, Traffic and Public Relations to compile information to be included in the review.
The post-construction evaluations will be used to support process reviews, develop lessons
learned, and ultimately improve policies and procedures.
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Figure 3: Traffic Control Inspection Report
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Figure 4: Post-Construction TMP Review Form

Post-Construction TMP Review
State Project No._______________

Federal-Aid Project No.__________________

Date: ________________________

Reviewer: _____________________________

Project Title: _______________________________________________________________
Were there any changes to the TMP during Construction? ¨ Yes ¨No
If yes, describe the changes and why the changes were made:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Did traffic delays and congestion match those projected by the TMP? ¨ Yes ¨No ¨ N/A
If no, describe the delays due to construction and the cause (if known):
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Were there any frequent legitimate complaints by the traveling public? ¨ Yes ¨No
If yes, decribe the nature of the complaints:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Were there any specific types of recurring crashes within the work zone? ¨ Yes ¨No
If yes, decribe the nature of the crashes, cause (if known) and what measures were taken
to reduce the potential for these crashes:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Lessons learned for future projects:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Attachments: Crash summaries, traffic control inspection reports, etc. (as necessary).
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CHAPTER IV: DEVELOPMENT OF A TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT PLAN (TMP)
A TMP describes a set of coordinated strategies and how these strategies will be used to
manage the work zone impacts of a project.
1. Determining TMP Needs
The components of a TMP are based on the expected work zone impacts of a project and
whether the project is determined to be significant (see Chapter II). Two types of TMPs are
defined below:
·

Type A TMP - Required for construction or maintenance projects that will result in
minimal disruption to the traveling public and adjacent businesses and community. A
Type A TMP includes only a Traffic Control Plan (TCP) (see Appendix B), which is
typically included in Final Construction plans.

·

Type B TMP - Required for Significant projects. Type B TMPs include TCP, Public
Information (PI) and Transportation Operations (TO) components, and a Work Zone
Impacts Assessment (see Chapter V).

2. Type B TMP Components
Figure 5 summarizes components that should be included in a Type B TMP. The level of
detail included in the TMP should be tailored to match the complexity of the project. Many of
the TMP components (e.g. Project Description, Existing and Future Conditions) will already
have been prepared as part of the Purpose and Need statement, NEPA documents, or other
project documents and can be referenced as necessary to eliminate duplication of work
efforts.
Figure 5: Type B TMP Components
TMP Component

Description

A. Project Description

Information such as project background, project area, proposed
construction staging, schedule and timeline, and related projects.

B. Existing and Future
Conditions

Existing roadway characteristics, traffic operations, traffic data, crash
data, local community and business concerns/issues, future traffic
projections.

C. Work Zone Impacts
Assessment

Depending on the magnitude of impacts, may include a qualitative
and/or quantitative assessment of the potential work zone impacts.

D. Work Zone Impacts
Management Strategies

Summary of the TCP, PI and TO strategies.

E. TMP Monitoring
Requirements

Summary of TMP monitoring requirements.

F. Contingency Plans

Potential problems and corrective actions to be taken.

G. TMP Implementation Costs

Costs and funding sources.
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A. Project Description
· Project Background. A brief description of the project, its purpose and need, and
history.
· Project Area/Study Area Map. The project area is defined as the limits of
construction. At a minimum, the study area is defined as the limits of construction
and any potential detour routes. If necessary, parallel routes may be included in the
study area if it is anticipated that significant diversion will occur to alternate routes as
a result of construction.
· Proposed Construction Phasing/Staging/Detour Routes. A description of the
project phasing, lane and/or facility closure strategies, whether temporary
lanes/shoulders will be utilized for general traffic, ramps/interchange closures, detour
routes, construction strategy, closure hours, and duration.
· Project Schedule and Timeline. The start and finish dates for the project and
phasing schedule (if appropriate), including all major milestones.
· Related Projects. Other ongoing/planned projects in the vicinity of the project area
that may cause cumulative impacts to the region and corridors.
B. Existing and Future Conditions: A summary of existing and anticipated future
conditions in the study area.
· Existing Roadway Characteristics. A description of roadways in the study area,
roadway classifications, number of lanes, geometry, traffic control types, and other
relevant features.
· Existing Traffic Data. A summary of traffic volumes, percent trucks, speeds,
capacity analysis, delays, and queue lengths.
· Crash Data. A summary of historical crash data including number and type of
crashes. Typically, three years of crash data should be used.
· Future Traffic Projections (During Construction). A summary of estimated traffic
volumes, delays, and queue lengths anticipated during construction. Methods used
to estimate future traffic conditions should also be described.
C. Work Zone Impacts Assessment: Depending on the magnitude of impacts, the work
zone impacts assessment component may include:
· A qualitative assessment of the potential impacts of the work zone and those of the
chosen management strategies
· A quantitative analysis of the impacts of the work zone and those of the chosen
management strategies
For Interstate, freeway, and expressway projects requiring a Type B TMP, both a
qualitative assessment and a quantitative analysis shall be performed. For other projects
requiring a Type B TMP, a qualitative assessment and/or a quantitative analysis shall be
performed. For maintenance projects, only a qualitative assessment is required
regardless of the roadway functional classification. The Project Manager, in coordination
with DelDOT Traffic, should determine whether quantitative analysis is needed based on
the type, complexity, and expected work zone impacts of the project. Detailed
information regarding the work zone impacts assessment process is contained in
Chapter V.
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D. Selected Work Zone Impacts Management Strategies: Work zone impacts
management strategies are intended to minimize traffic delays, maintain or improve
motorist and worker safety, and maintain access for businesses and residents. Work
zone impact management strategies should be identified for both the mainline and
detour routes for the selected construction phasing/staging approach. The TCP should
be documented on plan sheets included in the Final Construction Plans.
TCP, PI, and TO work zone management strategies that could be considered for the
TMP are defined in Appendices B, C, and D.
This section of the TMP also highlights key findings for the selected alternative,
discusses feasibility, anticipated traffic or safety concerns (e.g., specific roadways with
long estimated queues, accessibility issues, ability of the detour routes to handle
diverted traffic), and any special provisions or issues related to the work zone
management.
E. TMP Monitoring Requirements: This section should include or refer to any DelDOT
policies, standards, and requirements, and document procedures for TMP
implementation and monitoring. This section may include but is not limited to:
· Methods for verification of work zone setup.
· Process for monitoring TMP performance (e.g., traffic volume counts during
construction, queue lengths, crashes, complaints and feedback, etc.).
· Approach for corrective action when TMP performance requirements are not met.
· Process for submission and approval of alternative TMPs.
F. Contingency Plan: The contingency plan component should specify activities that
should be undertaken to minimize traffic impacts when unexpected events occur in the
work zone (e.g., crashes, unforeseen traffic demand, inclement weather, etc.). The
contingency plan may include the following:
· Information that clearly defines trigger points which require lane closure termination
(i.e., inclement weather, length of traffic queue exceeds threshold).
· Decision tree with clearly defined lines of communication and authority.
·
·

Specific duties and contact information for all participants during lane closure
operations.
Standby equipment, agency personnel, and availability of local agency personnel for
incident response.

G. TMP Implementation Costs: Estimating the work zone management strategy
implementation costs of the TMP and including these costs within the overall project cost
is critical, as it may be difficult to obtain additional funding at a later time. The cost
estimates for the various management strategies should be itemized and documented in
the TMP, with funding sources specified.
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CHAPTER V: WORK ZONE IMPACTS ASSESSMENT
Understanding the anticipated type, severity, and extent of work zone impacts associated with
various project alternatives facilitates the development of an effective transportation
management plan (TMP). A Work Zone Impacts Assessment is intended to identify the impact
of proposed lane closures or detours within the study area and promote more efficient and
effective construction staging, duration and costs.
1. When is a Work Zone Impacts Assessment Required?
A Work Zone Impacts Assessment should be performed during the Concept Development and
Design Phases for all projects requiring a Type B TMP. See Chapter IV for information
regarding determining TMP needs.
Depending on the magnitude of impacts, the work zone impacts assessment may include:
· A qualitative assessment of the potential impacts of the work zone and those of the
chosen management strategies.
· A quantitative analysis of the impacts of the work zone and those of the chosen
management strategies. The quantitative assessment will typically include a traffic
capacity analysis, but may also examine impacts to businesses, residents, or
communities.
For Interstate, freeway, and expressway projects requiring a Type B TMP, both a qualitative
assessment and a quantitative analysis shall be performed. For other projects requiring a Type
B TMP, a qualitative assessment and/or a quantitative analysis shall be performed. For
maintenance projects, only a qualitative assessment is required regardless of the roadway
functional classification. The Project Manager, in coordination with DelDOT Traffic, should
determine whether quantitative analysis is needed based on the type, complexity, and expected
work zone impacts of the project.
2. Work Zone Impacts Assessment During the Concept Development Phase (Type B
TMP Only)
The key to work zone impacts assessment during the concept development phase is to examine
work zone impacts as early as possible so that work zone related project delays or costs are not
incurred in later design stages, and work zone management strategies are identified and
developed in a more streamlined manner.
The following are the objectives of work zone impacts assessment during the Concept
Development Phase:
·

·
·
·

Using available information (e.g., concept plans, preliminary designs, location and
design documents, environmental/NEPA assessments) to further incorporate work zone
impacts considerations in selecting a preferred alternative and identifying potential
construction staging approach(es).
Define the study area for the work zone impacts assessment.
Identification of the potential work zone impacts of the project.
Reassessment/confirmation of significant project designations.
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·
·
·

Identification of potential work zone management strategies.
Identification of coordination issues with other projects, and other coordination issues
(e.g., utilities, enforcement, environmental, ROW, community impacts).
Estimation of the cost of the identified work zone management strategies and
development of implementation plans for the strategies.

The following steps should be followed during the Concept Development Phase:
Step 1: Compile Project Information
This step involves the compilation of available information. If it is clearly evident that a project
will not have major work zone impacts, that assertion may be noted, and much data or
information need not be collected. The following information should be compiled (if available):
·
·

·

·

Project Scope, including location, type of work, area type, roadway classification,
duration, and length.
Roadway/Traffic Characteristics, including number of lanes, roadway capacity, crosssectional details, pre-existing safety issues, grade, curvature, and traffic
demand/patterns/volumes, available alternate routes.
Other Influencing Factors, including community and public outreach information,
weather variation, school-zone issues, emergency vehicle traffic issues, presence of
other nearby transportation junctions (e.g., railroad crossings, transit stations),
availability of alternate modes, tourist traffic issues, upcoming and planned special
events, coordination issues with other projects, utility coordination issues, and local
regulations (e.g., noise restrictions).
Preliminary engineering information, including preliminary decisions on roadway
alignment and ROW, cross-sectional details, elevation and super-structure details.

The types of information listed above are intended to serve as a guide for the different factors
that may influence work zone impacts. All of the above information may not be needed – it may
be sufficient to just take note of major issues that are apparent or readily identifiable.
Step 2: Perform Preliminary Work Zone Impacts Assessment of Alternatives
This is the first time that the alternatives under consideration are reviewed from a work zone
impacts perspective. The assessment is generally qualitative and relies upon engineering
judgment and available information. The result of this conceptual level assessment will be a list
of the work zone impacts and related issues for the alternatives under consideration to aid in the
selection of a preferred design alternative (see Table 1).
At this stage in the project, the Project Manager, in coordination with DelDOT Traffic, should
identify the study area. At a minimum, the study area is defined as the limits of construction and
any potential detour routes. If necessary, parallel routes may be included in the study area if it is
anticipated that significant diversion will occur to alternate routes as a result of construction.
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Table 1: Preliminary Work Zone Alternatives Evaluation
Design Alternative
Factor

Ability to maintain
access

Right-of-way and
environmental
impacts

Construction duration
Overall impact to
traveling public
Overall
constructability

1
Work Zone
Option 1

2

Work Zone
Option 2

Temporary
Temporary
accesses will be accesses will be
required for
required for
properties along
properties along
the east side of the the west side of
roadway.
the roadway.
MOT scheme
MOT scheme
would not increase would not increase
R/W or enviro.
R/W or enviro.
impacts.
impacts.

No impact to
access.

3
No impact to
access.

1 construction
season
Minimal

3 construction
season
High

MOT scheme
MOT scheme
would likely require would not increase
additional R/W
R/W or enviro.
impacts on the
Impacts.
east side of the
roadway.
2 construction
2 construction
seasons
seasons
High
Medium

Good

Poor

Poor

Excellent

The following discussion provides an overview of the activities that may be performed as part of
the preliminary work zone impacts assessment:
·

·

·

Identification of Candidate Construction/Traffic Control Approach(es) for the
Project. This is where a preliminary decision as to how the project will be built is made
and an overall strategy for the construction (e.g., phased construction, design-build) and
the work zone type (e.g., night work, lane-closure, cross-over, full-closure) is developed.
Identification of Safety Issues. Issues to be considered include:
o Pre-existing safety issues. Examples include high crash history at the project
location, obvious safety issues known to staff or the public, line of sight issues,
weather related safety issues, lack of adequate shoulder width, and prevailing
speeds.
o Safety implications of potential construction approach(es). Examples include
implications of night work, lane width issues, lane-closure related safety issues,
channelization and work area separation issues, construction staging areas,
construction traffic access issues, and management/enforcement of speed in
advance of and through the work zone.
Identification of Traffic Capacity/Demand Issues. Issues to be considered include:
o Traffic and travel characteristics at the project location. Examples include heavy
traffic volumes, congested urban/suburban corridor, rural corridor with heavy
truck traffic, and recreational or seasonal traffic issues.
o Recurring congestion issues. Examples include capacity and level of service
(LOS) issues, peak hour congestion, high-volume interchange(s), and preexisting bottlenecks and choke-points in the vicinity of the project.
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Non-recurring congestion issues. Examples include high potential for incident
related traffic congestion, special event traffic issues, and weather related traffic
delays.
o Mobility implications of potential construction approach(es). For example, lack of
shoulders during construction may require a work zone traffic incident
management plan. Doing work at night may preclude the need for an elaborate
TMP. Traffic capacity and management issues may exist on a detour route.
Identification of Community Impacts and Related Issues. This involves the
identification of the work zone impacts on the community, businesses, and residents
likely to be affected by the project. Types of issues to be considered include:
o Accessibility issues. Examples include business access relocation, ramp-closure
related access issues, and detour related mobility impacts on communities.
o ROW related issues. Examples include property relocation, easement, and
realignment of property lines.
o Other coordination issues. Examples include utility related issues, and
construction noise issues.
Identification of Combined Impacts and Coordination Issues with Nearby,
Concurrent Projects. This involves the identification of nearby and/or concurrent
projects, and assessing whether the projects may have an impact on the project under
consideration, or vice-versa.
Identification of Whether the Project is a Significant Project. See Chapter II for
guidance on Significant Projects. It is important to re-confirm whether a project is
significant because more detailed project specific information is now available, which
may change previous assertions/assumptions.
o

·

·

·

Step 3: Analyze Potential Impacts (Optional)
Typically, work zone impacts assessment is not a major focus of Concept Development
activities; however, a quantitative analysis can help to better understand the potential work zone
impacts of the project.
The Project Manager, in coordination with DelDOT Traffic, should determine whether
quantitative analysis is needed at this phase of the project based on the type, complexity, and
expected work zone impacts of the project. At this stage of project development, quantitative
impacts analysis may generally be performed for significant projects that are expected to have
major impacts at the corridor, network, or regional levels.
The following acceptable thresholds shall be used for the evaluation of work zone impacts along
Interstates, freeways and expressways. If measured traffic volumes during periods of planned
lane closures are less than the work zone capacities shown in Table 2, no additional
quantitative analysis may be required.
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Table 2: Measured Average Work Zone Capacities
Number of Lanes
Normal
Operations
3
2
5
4
3
4

Work Zone Capacity
Vehicles Per
Open to Traffic Vehicles Per Hour Per Lane
in Work Zone Hour (VPH)
(VPHPL)
1
1,170
1,170
1
1,340
1,340
2
2,740
1,370
2
2,960
1,480
2
2,980
1,490
3
4,560
1,520

Reference: Highway Capacity Manual, 1997 Update

The following are some examples of scenarios under which it may be useful to quantitatively
analyze impacts during the concept development phase:
·
·

·

To help choose between multiple project design and construction options.
To help choose between multiple traffic control and management approaches.
Examples include night work vs. daytime work, weekend vs. weekday, lane closure vs.
no closure, and full closure vs. partial closure.
To justify additional funds for work zone transportation management for a
particular project or to justify why a particular project will not have major impacts.

Sketch-planning tools and deterministic tools may be most appropriate for this level of analysis.
Quantitative analysis at this stage is generally aimed at estimating the work zone impacts of the
project (at a conceptual-level) in and around the work zone, and/or the immediate transportation
network within the impactable vicinity of the work zone. Therefore, sketch-planning tools and
deterministic tools may be most suitable. Travel demand modeling tools may also be used, but
they are generally intended for regional level analysis, and may not provide the desired level of
analysis detail. For example, some deterministic tools are capable of replicating and analyzing
the impacts of the traffic control plan (TCP) for a project, including taper lengths, number of
lanes, lane widths, shoulder widths, turning lanes, traffic signal information; and the use of
different management strategies (e.g., ITS, demand management, real-time information.).
However, travel demand modeling tools do not provide this level of detail and may not serve the
purpose. This does not mean that travel demand models cannot be used. This decision should
be made based upon individual project needs and the types of information required to make an
informed decision. Using travel demand models may be better than conducting no analysis at
all. Examples of tools that may be most appropriate for conducting quantitative work zone
impacts analysis during preliminary engineering are:
o
o
o

Work Zone Specific Sketch-Planning Tools such as MicroBENCOST, QuickZone,
and QUEWZ.
Deterministic/Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) Based Tools such as Highway
Capacity Software (HCS 2000) and Synchro.
Critical Movement Summation (CMS) Analysis

If the project complexity and the desired level of accuracy for the work zone impacts estimation
warrant a more detailed analysis, traffic simulation software (e.g. TSIS/CORSIM, SimTraffic,
VISSIM) may be used depending on the availability of the data.
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Step 4: Identify Potential Work Zone Management Strategies
This step involves the conceptual identification of potential work zone management strategies
based on the impact assessments conducted in the previous steps. This conceptual
identification should be sufficient enough to estimate the costs of the management strategies for
future programming into transportation plans. At this stage of assessment, the purpose is to
identify the management strategies and estimate their costs at a high-level – not to develop the
TMP. The level of effort is expected to be minimal compared to that required for the design
phase.
Step 5: Compile Preliminary Work Zone Strategy
In this step, the information from the impact assessment is compiled to develop a "Preliminary
Work Zone Strategy", which consists of:
·
·

·
·

·

Candidate construction/staging and traffic control approaches. These represent the
potential alternative(s) to construct the project.
Expected Work Zone Impacts. This includes documentation of the anticipated work
zone impacts of the project. It may be a qualitative assertion of the anticipated impacts
or a quantitative summary of the anticipated impacts, depending on the type and
complexity of the project.
Significant Project Status. This identifies whether the project is a significant project.
Potential Transportation Management Strategies for the Work Zone. This
documents the potential transportation management strategies that have been identified
for the project. Documentation of the expected benefits of the strategies or how they will
mitigate the work zone impacts of the project will also be useful to understand the
impacts of the project with and without the strategies.
Cost estimate for the transportation management strategies (may be one or multiple
sets of strategies, depending upon whether there is more than one construction/staging
alternative). Preliminary cost estimates are typically based on previously available
information that help estimate costs of work zone transportation management strategies
(e.g., as a percentage of total project cost).

3. Work Zone Impacts Assessment During the Design Phase (Type B TMP Only)
Step 1: Compile Concept Development Material (Preliminary Plan Stage)
This step involves the compilation of materials prepared during the Concept Development
phase. If a preliminary work zone strategy has not been developed at this stage of a project, a
preliminary work zone impacts assessment and preliminary work zone strategy for the project
should be prepared.
Step 2: Reassess Work Zone Impacts (Semi-Final Plan Stage)
The purpose of this step is to reassess the work zone impacts of the project so that any issues
are identified and addressed before the Final Plan Stage. Decisions may be made during later
design stages that may change the project parameters, potentially changing the work zone
impacts implications of the project. Therefore, the reassessment of work zone impacts should
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be conducted along with the ongoing design activities. If multiple work zone options are still
under consideration during the Semi-Final Plan stage, a more detailed Work Zone Alternatives
Evaluation should be performed (see Table 3).
Step 3: Analyze Work Zone Impacts (As Needed) (Semi-Final Plan Stage)
This step may be considered as an extension of the work zone impacts reassessment
discussed in Step 2. The purpose of this step is to conduct a more detailed (quantitative)
investigation and analysis of the work zone impacts. Similar to Step 2, this quantitative analysis
should also be performed iteratively, progressing along with the design activities.
Table 3: Detailed Work Zone Alternatives Evaluation
Factor

Alternative
1

2

Right-of-way and
environmental impacts
Construction duration
Number of construction
phases
Impacts to permanent
earthwork, retaining walls, etc.
Ability to maintain existing
drainage, lighting and other
roadside systems
Ability to maintain standard
lane widths
Ability to maintain access
Impacts to pedestrian and
bicycle facilities
Impacts on emergency
services (fire, police,
ambulance, hospitals)
Work zone safety
Ability to maintain existing
number of lanes
Ability to accommodate all
turning movements
Constructibility and
construction equipment
access
Estimated Cost

For Interstate, freeway, and expressway projects requiring a Type B TMP, a quantitative
analysis shall be performed (see exception in Table 2). For other projects, a quantitative
analysis may be performed. For maintenance projects, a quantitative assessment is NOT
required regardless of the roadway functional classification. The Project Manager, in
coordination with DelDOT Traffic, should determine whether quantitative analysis should be
performed based on the type, complexity, and expected work zone impacts of the project.
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The key difference between the analysis performed during concept development and design is
that the analysis is more detailed and will lead to the development of the final design and TMP
for the project. The level of detail of analysis is expected to be higher.
Deterministic/Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) based tools, traffic simulation models, and other
tools (discussed in the Concept Development Phase) that can help perform a detailed analysis
may be most appropriate for this level of analysis. The objective of quantitative analysis during
design is to analyze and address specific issues in detail, and make final decisions and
recommendations towards development of the final design and TMP for the project. Higher-level
travel demand models and sketch planning tools may also be used if the project situation
warrants their use. Sometimes a combination of different levels of tools may be needed to
appropriately analyze the impacts.
Deterministic tools are capable of providing accurate results for specific locations or small
roadway sections provided there is adequate information on traffic volume, roadway geometrics,
traffic control and management features, and any roadside friction that may exist. For example,
an HCM-based deterministic tool can replicate the TTC plan for a project (i.e., taper lengths,
number of lanes, lane widths, shoulder widths, turning lanes, traffic signal information), and
predict the delay and queue length for the corridor on which the work zone is setup. A tool such
as QuickZone (which uses both deterministic and sketch-planning methods) can estimate
queues and delays on the mainline corridor and diversion to the adjoining network. It also
provides a high-level estimate of the benefits of different management strategies (e.g., ITS,
demand management, real-time information). However, if agencies are interested in simulating
the effect of the work zone (e.g., determine the roadways to which traffic may divert, estimate
queue development and/or discharge rates, estimate queue durations, identify traffic
overflow/spillback, estimate the operating effects and benefits of management strategies)
simulation models may be most suitable.
Step 4: Develop/Recommend Final Construction Staging and TMP (Final Plan Stage)
In this step, information from the previous steps is used to complete the final design, the
construction staging, the TMP, and the cost estimates for the project. These are then compiled
into the PS&E package.
4. Work Zone Impacts Assessment Report
A work zone impacts assessment report is a component of the TMP and should include:
A. Qualitative Summary of Anticipated Work Zone Impacts. A brief discussion of how
the project is expected to impact mobility and safety, how traffic patterns are expected to
change, and an estimate of how traffic demand might change due to the project.
B. Summary of Work Zone Alternatives Evaluation. A qualitative and/or qualitative
assessment of the work zone impacts. The summary should address options
investigated for the selected design alternative only. Options examined for other design
alternatives need not be included.
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C. Summary of Traffic Analysis (if applicable)
· Future Traffic Projections (During Construction). A brief description of how
the expected future traffic conditions were determined. Any traffic reduction
factors assumed for the calculations should be documented.
· Measures of Effectiveness. A summary of the measures of effectiveness used
for the analysis (e.g. capacity, volume, queue, speed, travel time, diversion,
safety, noise, environmental, adequacy of detour routes, cost effectiveness, etc.).
· Analysis Tool Selection Methodology and Justification. A description of the
traffic analysis tools used and a brief methodology of how the tool was selected.
· Analysis Results. A comparison of existing and future traffic conditions and
operations, with and without the TMP management strategies.
D. Selected Alternative. A discussion of the selected alternative and why the alternative
was chosen.
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CHAPTER VI: PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT/PROCESS REVIEW
Collection of work zone data and performance assessments are necessary to determine the
success of efforts to manage work zones and their impacts. FHWA, working with DelDOT, will
conduct process reviews every two years to assess the effectiveness of work zone safety and
mobility procedures. Appropriate personnel who represent each of the project development
stages will participate in this review.
The process review will include the following steps:
1. Assemble a Multi-Disciplinary Team. It may be helpful and appropriate to include some
key stakeholders. For example, the staff responsible for implementing and monitoring a TMP
in the field are generally following the plan that was developed earlier by design or traffic
engineering staff, or consultants. Including designers and consultants in process reviews
may help them improve future TMPs.
2. Develop Review Objectives and Review Methods
3. Conduct Review/Analyze and Interpret Results
A. Perform Crash Analyses. DelDOT’s Safety Data Management (SDM) system allows
the crash database to be queried to identify work zone related crashes and their
characteristics including crash severity, lighting conditions, pavement conditions, day of
week, and contributing factors.
As part of the process review, the following two crash summaries will be prepared:
·

Crash data summary before and during the work zone activity for randomly selected
projects as shown in Table 4.

·

A summary of all work zone related crashes during the previous two year period to
identify crash characteristics including severity, lighting conditions, pavement
conditions, day of week, and contributing factors.

The results of these two summaries will be analyzed to identify recurring deficiencies or
high concentrations of crashes. This analysis will be used to develop improved
procedures and processes to address the identified deficiencies.
B. Review Randomly Selected Projects Including at Least One “Significant” Project.
This will include a detailed review of crash history, field observations (inspector’s diary,
traffic control inspection reports) collected during construction and any deviations from
the TMP. Reviews should include projects that represent a range of characteristics, such
as day and night work, type of work being done, duration of the project, local traffic
characteristics, and/or transportation management strategies used.
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Table 4: 2004 Work Zone Crash Data Analysis

Free Flow Data

Work Zone Data

Project Data

County
Route #
Project #
Begin MP
End MP
Length
Begin Month
End Month
Time Period (Days)
Average ADT
PDO Accidents
Injury Accidents
Fatality Accidents
Total Accidents
Acc Rate (Million VMT)
Year
Average ADT
PDO Accidents
Injury Accidents
Fatality Accidents
Total Accidents
Acc Rate (Million VMT)
Percent Increase During Work Zone

Project #1 Project #2 Project #3 Project #4 Project #5 Project #6
NC
Sussex
Kent
NC
Sussex
Kent
5
3
13
24
43
68
24-000-00 24-000-01 24-000-02 24-000-03 24-000-04 24-000-05
1.50
0.00
27.90
2.50
34.50
0.00
3.00
5.00
35.50
3.90
37.80
3.20
1.50
5.00
7.60
1.40
3.30
3.20
Jan
Apr
Feb
Jan
May
Jan
Mar
Dec
Dec
Oct
Sept
Dec
90
300
330
300
150
365
65,000
32,500
12,200
8,000
16,500
54,300
18
65
26
6
13
75
7
23
12
2
8
25
0
1
0
0
0
0
25
89
38
8
21
100
2.85
1.83
1.24
2.38
2.57
1.58
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
63,000
63,000
63,000
63,000
63,000
63,000
56
125
150
60
102
95
32
30
50
30
85
32
1
0
0
0
1
0
89
155
200
90
188
127
2.58
1.35
1.14
2.80
2.48
1.73
10.4%
35.4%
8.5%
-14.8%
3.8%
-8.6%

4. Develop and Prioritize Recommendations and Lessons Learned
· Develop revisions to existing work zone safety and mobility procedures to address
identified safety or operational deficiencies.
· Identify of any necessary training that should be implemented in response to changes in
work zone policies or procedures.
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CHAPTER VII: TRAINING
Each person whose actions affect work zone mobility and safety shall receive training every two
to three years appropriate to the job decisions each individual is required to make.
1. A formal Work Zone Safety and Mobility training course will be developed and offered
periodically to all individuals involved in the design through construction of a project
(potentially offered through the University of Delaware T2 Center).
2. All DelDOT staff involved in the design through construction of a project will complete the
training course that will be developed upon completion and adoption of DelDOT’s Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) Part 6 – Temporary Traffic Control.
3. Training updates will be required periodically that reflect changes to DelDOT’s policies and
procedures regarding work zone mobility and safety. Changes resulting from the biannual
process review will be presented at the annual Winter Workshop Presentation.
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APPENDIX A
FEDERAL REGISTER - 69 FR 54562
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APPENDIX B
TRAFFIC CONTROL PLAN (TCP)
Traffic control strategies, devices, and contracting/construction techniques and coordination are
used to facilitate traffic flow and safety through and around work zones. Standards, guidance,
and other information defining the proper use of the traffic control strategies and devices are
provided in Part 6 - Temporary Traffic Control of the DelDOT MUTCD, DelDOT’s Road Design
Manual and Chapter 9 - Traffic Barriers, Traffic Control Devices, and Other Safety Features for
Work Zones of the AASHTO Roadside Design Guide.
Where appropriate, the construction approach/phasing/staging strategy should be provided on
detailed plan sheets with plans for accommodating traffic at each stage. The work zone
transportation management strategies should be documented on the plan sheets where
possible (e.g., geometric improvements, control devices, etc.). If not, the strategies should be
listed with text describing any restrictions, usage (duration, stage/phase, etc.), or other
considerations. The type, number, location, and timing for traffic control devices should be listed
for directing traffic through the work zone. Any work schedule restrictions should be
documented for each stage (e.g., night work, peak hour restrictions, etc.).
1. Control Strategies
This category includes various traffic control approaches used to accommodate road users
within the work zone or the adjoining corridor in an efficient and safe manner, while
providing adequate access to the roadway for the required construction, maintenance, or
utility work to be performed.
A. Construction Phasing/Staging. Staging typically refers to how the contractor will
position the equipment and materials. Phasing refers to the sequencing of the aspects of
a project, completing portions of the project one part at a time.
B. Full Roadway Closures. This strategy involves complete closure of the roadway for
various time periods to minimize the duration of the project and improve worker safety by
reducing traffic conflicts. Full closures may be brief (e.g., intermittent, off-peak), shortterm (e.g., night, weekend), or long-term (e.g., continuous for the duration of the project).
C. Lane Shifts or Closures. Lane shifts or closures last for varying durations of time. They
may be intermittent, off-peak, night, weekend, for a single project phase, or continuous
for the duration of the project. This strategy involves multiple approaches including:
D. Reduced Lane Widths to Maintain Number of Lanes. This involves reducing the width
of one or more lanes in order to maintain the existing number of lanes on the facility
while permitting work access to part of the facility.
· Lane Closures to Provide Worker Safety. This strategy closes one or more
existing traffic lanes to accommodate work activities.
· Reduced Shoulder Width to Maintain Number of Lanes. This involves reducing
the width of the inside and/or outside shoulder to maintain the existing number of
lanes on the facility while allowing access for the work activities to take place.
· Shoulder Closures to Provide Worker Safety. This strategy closes the shoulder to
traffic, making it available to accommodate the work activities.
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·

E.
F.

G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.

N.

Lane Shift to Shoulder/Median to Maintain Number of Lanes. This strategy
involves diverting traffic onto the shoulder, or a portion of the shoulder, for use as a
traffic lane.
One-Lane, Two-way Operation. One lane, two-way traffic control involves using one
lane for both directions of traffic, allowing work activities to occur in the lane that is
closed.
Two-Way Traffic on One Side of Divided Facility (Crossover). This strategy involves
closing one side of a divided facility to permit the work to proceed without traffic
interference while both directions of traffic are accommodated on the opposing side of
the roadway.
Reversible Lanes. This strategy, also known as variable lanes or contra-flow lanes,
involves sharing lane(s) of travel to accommodate peak-period traffic flow. The direction
of travel in the shared lane varies by time of day or day of the week.
Ramp Closures/Relocation. Ramp closure involves closing one or more ramps in or
near the work zone for specific time periods or construction phases to allow work access
or improve traffic flow on the mainline.
Night Work. Work is performed at night (end of evening peak period to beginning or
morning peak period) to minimize work zone impacts on traffic and adjacent businesses.
Weekend Work. Construction work (all or individual phases) is restricted to weekend
periods from the end of the Friday afternoon peak period to the beginning of the Monday
morning peak period.
Work Hour Restrictions for Peak Travel. This involves restricting work hours such that
work that impacts traffic does not occur during periods of peak travel demand and
congestion (e.g., peak hours, holidays, special events).
Pedestrian/Bicycle Access Improvements. This strategy involves providing alternate
facilities for bicyclists and pedestrians in places where the work zone impacts their
accessibility.
Business Access Improvements. Some projects will have a direct impact on
businesses, particularly to accessibility. Accessibility improvements for businesses may
include signage or information to direct motorists to the businesses and/or relocation of
access locations.
Off-Site Detours/Use of Alternate Routes. This strategy involves re-routing some or all
traffic off of the roadway under construction and to other existing roadways.

2. Traffic Control Devices
The DelDOT MUTCD provides standards, guidelines, and other information pertaining to
installing, maintaining, and operating traffic control devices on streets and highways. Part 6
of the DelDOT MUTCD - Temporary Traffic Control, addresses safety, mobility, and
constructability issues in work zones. Traffic control devices and other safety devices used
for work zones include:
A. Temporary Signs. Several types of temporary signs can be used to provide information
to road users to enable safe and efficient travel through the work zone or a detour.
Temporary signs are an essential and integral part of temporary traffic control, and are
used in nearly all work zones.
B. Changeable Message Signs (CMS). Both fixed and portable changeable message
signs are highly effective in conveying work zone information to drivers, especially when
that information is subject to frequent change or it addresses a short term or current
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F.
G.
H.

situation or condition within the work zone. These signs provide real time information to
drivers concerning specific work operations, traffic patterns, and other conditions in the
work zone. These devices assist drivers in avoiding conflicts and potential crashes as
they travel through the work zone. Consideration should be given to providing a CMS
that is controlled by DelDOT potentially via the Transportation Management Center.
Arrow Panels. Also referred to as arrow boards, arrow panels operating in flashing or
sequential mode are intended to aid motorists in navigating and merging through and
around the work zone.
Channelizing Devices. This strategy involves the use of channelizing devices such as
traffic cones, drums, barricades, or tubular markers for traffic control through the work
zone. The purpose is to define the intended travel path through the work zone and
delineate potential work zone hazards.
Temporary Pavement Markings. Various types of temporary markings on the
pavement are available to define travel lanes and provide guidance and information for
the road user through the work zone.
Flaggers and Uniformed Traffic Control Officers. Flaggers, and to a lesser extent
police or traffic control officers, are used to direct and control road user and pedestrian
traffic in work zones.
Temporary Traffic Signals. This strategy involves the use of fixed or portable
temporary traffic signals to improve traffic flow through and near the work zone and/or
address safety concerns.
Lighting Devices. A wide range of lighting devices, listed in Part 6 of the Delaware
MUTCD, is available for use in work zones. Lighting strategies offer enhancement to
other work zone strategies by attracting attention to the devices and improving
delineation, particularly for adverse conditions. They can also be used for improved
worker safety and for guiding road users through a work zone, particularly for night work.

3. Project Coordination, Contracting, and Innovative Construction Strategies
A. Project Coordination. Project coordination strategies having the potential to reduce
mobility and safety impacts of work zone activities include:
·

·

·
·

Coordination with Other Projects. This involves coordinating, sequencing, and
scheduling projects to minimize motorist delay and impacts to potentially affected
businesses and communities.
Utilities Coordination. This involves coordinating and scheduling utility work both
within the impacted work zone area and near the project to minimize potential work
disruptions or interruptions due to utility work, and reduce overall construction
duration. Coordination can also reduce the recurrence of work zones by doing two
jobs together. For example, the installation of a communications conduit (for traffic
management, ITS, etc.) along a highway corridor may coincide with a pavement
reconstruction project on that highway.
Right-of-Way Coordination. Increased consideration of potential right-of-way needs
and issues may help reduce project delays and duration.
Coordination with Other Transportation Infrastructure. Coordination with nonhighway transportation facilities such as transit junctions, railroad crossings, and
intermodal facilities can help minimize traffic disruptions.
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C.

Contracting Strategies. These strategies typically involve contractual agreements
to reduce the project duration or traffic impacts including:
· Design-Build. This strategy involves the use of one contract to design and build the
project thus reducing project duration by allowing construction to begin prior to
design completion.
· A+B Bidding. A+B bidding encourages contractors to minimize construction impacts
by reducing construction time. Part A refers to the contractor's bid for the actual
items of work, and Part B is the total of the number of days bid to complete the
project multiplied by the daily road user cost stipulated in the contract. The combined
values of the A and B portions determine the winning bid. The contractor's payment
is based on both Part A and the actual number of days used under Part B.
· Incentive/Disincentive Clauses. This strategy involves the use of incentives and/or
disincentives in the construction contract to minimize construction duration.
· Lane Rental. Lane rental involves a charge assessed to the contractor when a
portion of the roadway is obstructed and unavailable to traffic. The lane rental charge
can vary according to time of day, day of week, number of lanes impacted, and
duration. The contractor's bid includes an estimate of the number of hours that
closures will be in place, with the actual payment to the contractor based on the
actual use of closures.

D.

Innovative Construction Techniques (Precast Members, Rapid Cure Materials).
These strategies involve the use of special materials such as quick curing concrete or
precast items (e.g., culverts, bridge deck slabs, and pavement slabs) to minimize the
duration of construction or maintenance activities where traffic restrictions need to be
minimized (e.g., roadways with high volumes), and when work activities need to be
completed during night or weekend periods to allow reopening travel lanes for normal
weekday travel.
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APPENDIX C
TRAFFIC OPERATIONS (TO) STRATEGIES
Transportation operations strategies are used to mitigate work zone impacts through the use of
improved transportation operations and management of the transportation system. TO
strategies typically include demand management, corridor/network management, work zone
safety management strategies, and traffic/incident management and enforcement strategies.
1. Demand Management Strategies
Demand management strategies include a wide range of techniques intended to reduce the
volume of traffic traveling through the work zone by diverting travelers to alternate modes,
shifting trips to off-peak hours, or shifting vehicles to alternate routes. These strategies
include:
A. Transit Service Improvements. Where appropriate, transit service improvements may
include the modification of transit schedules and/or routes, increases in frequency, or the
establishment of transit service in the corridor.
B. Transit Incentives. Transit incentives include employer and/or traveler transit subsidies
and guaranteed ride home programs.
C. Shuttle Services. Shuttles and charter buses can reduce traffic volumes through a work
zone if a sufficient number of users along the corridor are anticipated to use the service.
D. Ridesharing/Carpooling Incentives. This strategy involves the use of rideshare/
carpool incentives to reduce the number of vehicles traveling through a work zone.
Incentives may include preferential parking for carpools or provision of vanpool vehicles,
etc.
E. Park-and-Ride Promotion. This involves the creation, expansion, and/or promotion of
park-and-ride lots to encourage ridesharing or transit use, thus reducing the number of
vehicles traveling through the work zone.
F. Toll/congestion Pricing. Tolls involve fees paid by motorists to drive on a particular
roadway. Congestion pricing, or value pricing, is intended to reduce peak-period vehicle
trips through the use of higher tolls during congested conditions.
G. Variable Work Hours. This strategy involves encouraging motorists who typically travel
through the work zone during periods of high demand to work variable hours (off-peak)
in order to reduce travel demand during peak periods.
H. Telecommuting. Telecommuting means working at home, or at a telecommuting center
near home, either full or part time. Motorists who normally travel through the work zone
would be encouraged to telecommute for the duration of the project to reduce the
demand.
2. Corridor/Network Management Strategies
This category includes strategies to optimize traffic flow through the work zone corridor and
adjacent roadways using various traffic operations techniques and technologies, including:
A. Signal Timing/Coordination Improvements. This involves retiming traffic signals and
bringing signals “on system” by providing a connection with the TMC to increase
throughput of the roadway(s), improve traffic flow, and optimize intersection capacity in
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and around the work zone. Consideration should also be given to providing system loops
to gain traffic volume information to aid in monitoring traffic impacts.
Temporary Traffic Signals. The installation of temporary traffic signals can be used to
improve traffic flow through and near the work zone. At a corridor or network level, using
temporary traffic signals is more effective than stop signs or flaggers for providing
mobility through the work zone area. These temporary traffic signals may also be
coordinated with existing signals.
Street/Intersection Improvements. Improvements on streets and intersections for the
roadway and/or alternate routes may be necessary to provide increased capacity to
handle the traffic through the work zone or within the adjacent corridor. This may include
improvements to the mainline and intersections, including roadway and/or shoulder
widening and additional through and/or turn lanes.
Bus Turnouts. This involves the construction of bus stop areas that are recessed from
the travel lanes. This strategy may be helpful in work zones or on detour routes with a
high occurrence of bus traffic and stops.
Turn Restrictions. This involves restricting turn movements for driveways and/or
intersections to increase roadway capacity, reduce potential congestion and delays, and
improve safety. Restrictions may be applied during peak periods or all day.
Parking Restrictions. This strategy involves the elimination of parking in all or part of
the work zone and/or alternate routes, or parking restrictions during work hours or peak
traffic periods. Parking restrictions can be used to increase capacity by converting the
parking lane to an additional travel lane, reduce traffic conflicts, or provide improved
access to the work area.
Truck/heavy Vehicle Restrictions. This strategy, which imposes restrictions on truck
travel through the work zone either during specific periods or at all times, can increase
passenger vehicle capacity of the roadway when a facility normally has a high truck
volume.
Separate Truck Lanes. This strategy involves the provision of a separate truck lane
through the restricted use of an existing lane, use of the shoulder or median, or
construction of a new lane.
Reversible Lanes. This strategy, also known as variable lanes or contra-flow lanes,
involves sharing lane(s) of travel to accommodate peak period traffic flow. The direction
of travel in the shared lane varies by time of day or day of the week.
Dynamic Lane Closure System (also called Dynamic Lane Merge System). This
system uses dynamic electronic signs and other special devices to control vehicle
merging at the approach to lane closures.
Ramp Metering. Ramp meters are traffic signals located on on-ramps or freeway
connectors to maintain safe and smooth freeway operations by controlling the entry of
vehicles onto the roadway. This strategy serves both to decrease demand on a facility
by controlling the entrance of vehicles, and to improve flow by matching entering
vehicles to gaps in the traffic stream.
Ramp Closures. Ramp closure involves closing one or more ramps in or around the
work zone. The ramp closure may be necessary to provide work access within the work
space or can be used to improve traffic flow on the mainline.
Railroad Crossings Controls. When a rail crossing is located within a work zone
and/or on a detour or diversion route, traffic control improvements at the crossing may
become necessary for safety purposes, especially if work zone delays and congestion
have the potential to force vehicles to stop on the tracks or between the crossing gates.
Improvements may include advanced warning signs, railroad crossing signs, pavement
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markings, flashing lights, gate arms, flaggers or police officers, and possibly closure of
the crossing to traffic during work periods.
N. Coordination with Adjacent Construction Sites. This involves combining or
coordinating projects within a specific corridor to minimize the combined impacts on the
public and community. Coordination typically involves scheduling projects within a
corridor to ensure that adequate capacity remains available to accommodate the
anticipated travel demand within the corridor by not implementing work zones on
adjacent or parallel highways at the same time. This may entail communicating about
the timing of lane closures and occurrence of incidents, and coordinating diversion
routes. It may also involve the completion of needed capacity and safety improvements
on a highway prior to its use to carry traffic diverted or detoured from another project.
3. Work Zone Safety Management Strategies
This category includes devices, features, and management procedures used to address
traffic safety concerns in work zones. Work zone safety management strategies include:
A. Speed Limit Reduction/Variable Speed Limits. A reduced speed limit may improve
traffic safety in a work zone and help protect workers. Speed limit reductions may be
implemented through an entire work zone or only in active work areas or adjacent to
workers. Reduced speed limits may also be appropriate on detours where traffic
volumes and conflicts are increased.
B. Temporary Traffic Signals. This involves the installation of temporary traffic signals to
address safety concerns. In some work zones, temporary traffic signals can be used in
place of traffic control officers or flaggers, which can increase safety by removing these
personnel from the roadway.
C. Temporary Traffic Barrier. Temporary traffic barriers provide positive physical
separation between travel lanes and the adjacent work space, or between opposing
travel lanes. Screens may be mounted on the top of temporary traffic barriers to
discourage gawking and reduce headlight glare.
D. Movable Traffic Barrier Systems. This system consists of a mechanical transfer
machine, which quickly shifts temporary barrier laterally up to the full width of a travel
lane while both the transfer operation and traffic in the work zone are protected. This
system permits the rapid and safe reconfiguration of the traffic barrier system, allowing
daily opening and closing of lanes for reversible lane operations and to provide
additional space for the contractor to work during off-peak conditions.
E. Crash-Cushions. Also known as an impact attenuator, a crash cushion is a fixed or
mobile barrier used to protect a temporary hazard or prevent vehicle intrusion into the
workspace or other hazardous area. It works by gradually decelerating the vehicle to a
stop or by redirecting the vehicle away from the hazard.
F. Temporary Rumble Strips. Rumble strips are grooves or raised strips placed across or
adjacent to a travel lane to alert motorists to a change in roadway conditions, or that they
have strayed out of the travel lane.
G. Intrusion Alarms. This strategy involves the use of various types of sensors to detect
vehicles that stray out of the travel lane approaching or adjacent to the workspace and
into the work area. When an intrusion is detected, a loud siren and/or flashing lights
provide a warning to workers.
H. Warning Lights. Various types of warning lights, as described in the MUTCD, are
available to alert drivers and pedestrians and draw attention to critical signs,
channelizing devices, and other work zone features.
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Construction Safety Supervisor/Inspectors. Daily inspection and supervision of safety
and/or traffic control operations is an integral part of project management, and can be
provided by various contractor and/or agency personnel, as appropriate to their specific
project responsibilities.
J. TMP Monitor/Inspection Team. This strategy involves the establishment of a team (or
person) to monitor and inspect implementation and monitoring of the work zone
transportation management strategies.
K. Project On-Site Safety Training. This strategy provides on-going safety training to
ensure that workers are familiar with safety procedures and specific risks associated
with the project, and to maintain a high level of safety awareness.
L. Windshield Surveys. This strategy involves a designated DOT employee and/or
contractor driving through the work zone area to conduct a firsthand assessment of
safety and/or traffic flow. This strategy provides periodic assessments of the
effectiveness of project safety features.
4. Traffic/Incident Management and Enforcement Strategies
This category includes various strategies to manage work zone traffic operations. Work zone
traffic management strategies involve monitoring traffic conditions and making adjustments
to traffic operations based on changing conditions. These strategies involve improved
detection, verification, response, and clearance of crashes, mechanical failures, and other
incidents in work zones and on detour routes. This category also includes strategies to
provide adequate enforcement of traffic regulations in work zones. Strategies in this area
include:
A. ITS for Traffic Monitoring/Management. ITS can be used in work zones to identify
areas where traffic flow is impeded so that traveler information can be provided and/or
adjustments to the work zone can be made. This may include loop detectors or video
cameras to observe real time traffic information and automatically feed this information
to the DelDOT’s Transportation Management Center (TMC).
B. Transportation Management Center (TMC). This strategy involves the use of
DelDOT’s TMC for coordinating and managing traffic and incident management activities
in and around the work zone.
C. Aerial Surveillance. This involves the use of aerial surveillance to identify and verify
traffic problems and incidents.
D. Motorist Assistant Patrols (MAP). This strategy involves the use of specially equipped
vehicles to reduce the time required to remove vehicles involved in an incident. The offer
motorist assistance, assist and incident scenes and communicate problems and
observations to the TMC.
E. Coordination with Media. This strategy involves working with local news media to
publicize traffic delays, incidents, and incident management. Working with media
contacts in advance to establish procedures to be followed in the event of a major delay
or incident can facilitate the dissemination of specific information upon the occurrence of
a major delay or incident.
F. Local Detour Routes. Advance identification and approval/authorization of local detour
routes is an especially useful strategy to address major traffic delays and incidents,
particularly for high volume and incident prone work zones. Flip signs or potentially color
coded routes may be considered for permanent or long term detours.
G. Contract Support for Incident Management. This strategy provides additional contract
support for incident management and response beyond that available from the
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construction contractor or within the agency. Contracts may include entities such as
police agencies, towing/recovery providers, engineering consultants, or others,
depending on the support needed for a project.
Incident/Emergency Management Coordinator. This strategy provides a designated
individual with overall responsibility for incident and emergency management on a
project. Responsibilities may include developing incident and/or emergency response
plans, overseeing implementation and monitoring of the work zone management
strategies, and overall management of incidents or emergencies.
Incident/Emergency Response Plan. This involves the development of a plan with
information needed to respond to an incident. This information typically includes roles
and responsibilities, response agencies, processes/procedures, actions to take for
various incident types and levels, contact information, alternate routes, personnel and
equipment information, staging area locations, and other information as appropriate to
the individual project.
Dedicated (Paid) Police Enforcement. This strategy provides police patrols in the work
zone under a contractual arrangement with DelDOT.
Cooperative Police Enforcement. Cooperative enforcement is similar to dedicated
enforcement, except it is implemented through a cooperative agreement between the
police and DelDOT.
Automated Enforcement. Automated enforcement involves the use of various
technologies such as radar, cameras, video, and sensors to detect and record vehicle
speed or traffic signal violations. When a vehicle speed exceeds a specified threshold or
a red signal violation occurs, the vehicle's license plate and/or driver are photographed.
The citation with the photo(s) is then mailed to the registered owner of the vehicle.
Legislation would be required for automated enforcement initiatives including speed
enforcement.
Increased Penalties for Work Zone Violations. This strategy involves the imposition of
increased penalties for speeding or other violations in work zones. Such penalties
include increased fines, increased points, license suspension, and even mandatory
prison terms for serious violations.
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APPENDIX D
PUBLIC INFORMATION AND OUTREACH STRATEGIES
1. What is a Work Zone Public Information and Outreach Campaign?

A work zone public information and outreach campaign involves several strategies to
communicate with road users, the general public, area residences and businesses,
and appropriate public entities regarding road construction projects.
More information can be found in FHWA’s Work Zone Public Information and Outreach
Strategies available at www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/wz/resources/final_rule.htm.
2. Designing a Public Information and Outreach Campaign
For work zones, particularly those that are determined to be significant, a public information
and outreach campaign should be developed and implemented. This section describes the
steps needed to develop a campaign.
A. Determine the Appropriate Size and Nature of the Campaign
The size and nature of a public information and outreach effort should ideally be
determined by the anticipated impacts of the road construction project. For a short-lived,
small project causing minor traffic disruption, public information and outreach may be
limited to routine publication of a Press Release on DelDOT’s website and local
newspapers. For a longer, more disruptive work zone, a more elaborate public
information and outreach campaign may be warranted.
A range of elements should be considered when determining the size and nature of a
public information and outreach campaign. These include the effects of the project on:
· Traffic delay and safety at both the corridor and network levels, including the effects
on parallel corridors and alternate routes
· Traffic delay and safety at nearby intersections, interchanges, and railroad crossings.
· Special traffic and safety conditions such as heavy truck traffic and poor weather
· Disruptions of other modes of transportation including public transportation,
pedestrian and bicycle access
· Evacuation routes
· Hazardous material transportation routes
· Emergency responders
· Other public and private entities (such as schools and universities)
· Planned special events (Dover Downs, holiday parades, concerts, etc.)
· Seasonal beach traffic
· Businesses and residences
B. Identify Resources
To be successful, a public information and outreach campaign must be supported with
sufficient resources and therefore should be considered when developing project
budgets.
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Both internal DelDOT resources and external resources can play a role in developing
and implementing a public information and outreach campaign. Internal resources
include DelDOT staff, facilities and equipment (web sites, WTMC), dynamic message
signs, kiosks). External resources may include paying for public relations expertise
(possibly including graphic design and web design); radio, TV, and newspaper
advertising; printing; or a public information center or kiosk. External resources that are
low cost or free of charge may include radio and TV traffic broadcasts, newspaper
articles, and help from project partners.
The budget for a work zone public information and outreach campaign will depend on
several factors, including the size and nature of the campaign; the communication
strategies selected; whether the selected strategies are already established by DelDOT
and can readily be used; and the role of partners.
C. Identify Partners
In both the planning and implementation stages of a public information and outreach
campaign consideration should be given to working with a range of partners. Partners in
the public information and outreach process may include:
· State and local agencies (including neighboring municipalities, DART, Delaware
State Police, DRBA)
· elected and appointed public officials
· major employers and service providers (e.g. hospitals) in the affected area
· TMA Delaware
· other groups such as neighborhoods associations, business associations, local
Chambers of Commerce, etc.
· traveler information providers, including radio, TV, and newspapers
The major reasons for including these partners are:
· To Establish Lines of Communication. Such connections will be particularly
important during major periods of disruption and when changes occur.
· To Distribute Information. Involving outside groups in the planning of an outreach
campaign is in itself a way to distribute information. Holding a meeting with the aim of
soliciting community input, for example, is also a way to inform the public of
disruptions and plans to deal with them.
· To Improve the Product. Partners in developing outreach strategies will bring
unique perspectives about successful types of message and methods of
communication. This may be particularly important in areas with diverse population
groups (e.g. non-English speaking communities, truck drivers, the elderly).
· To Share the Costs. Partners may be willing to share the costs of producing
materials or to provide free forms of advertising. For example, major employers are
often willing to incorporate messages in company communications.
One way to obtain input from affected parties is through a Working Group made up of
stakeholders from the community likely to be impacted by the work zone. Ideally
developed during the planning stage of the project, the objective of creating such a
group is to obtain input and review/comment on the development and implementation of
construction and transportation management strategies to minimize the impacts of the
project on the community. Both DelDOT and the contractor may meet with the Working
Group to obtain input and recommendations at various stages of the project delivery
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process starting during planning and extending through design, construction, and project
assessment.
While meeting with all stakeholders is important, meeting specifically with local
businesses and business organizations is often a very important element of a public
information and outreach effort. Businesses are a conduit for providing project
information because they have a vested interest in communicating what they know with
customers and suppliers. In addition, these meetings provide businesses the opportunity
to suggest ways a project can be managed to minimize any negative effects.
D. Identify Your Target Audiences
A key to any public information and outreach campaign is to identify the target
audience(s). This will help to determine the types of messages that need to be conveyed
and the best methods of communicating those messages. Audiences can be identified
through three categories listed in Figure 6. An outreach campaign also needs to take
into consideration the different types of people affected by a work zone. Certain groups
may need special information or information provided in a different way. Residents who
live near an upcoming work zone are often a primary audience since they may be
affected by the work zone on a daily basis. One of the most common situations is a large
group or groups of limited-English speaking residents. Other segments of the population
that may warrant special consideration are the elderly, children, and the disabled.
Figure 6: Public Information and Outreach Campaign Audiences
Types of Travelers
· Pre-trip
· En route
· Personal – local, commute
· Personal – local, non-commute
· Personal – non-local (e.g., tourists)
· Commercial – local
· Commercial – non-local (long distance)
Types of Trip Generators
· Major employers
· Shopping districts/malls
· Recreation and tourist facilities (e.g., parks, museums)
· Organizers of planned special events
· Emergency responders/hospitals
· Business associations
· Transportation management associations
· Intermodal passenger terminals (e.g., airport)
· Intermodal freight terminals (e.g., port)
Types of People
· Residents (and neighborhood associations)
· Minorities (particularly groups with limited English-speaking capability)
· Special demographics (particularly elderly, children)
· Disabled
· Small business owners
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E. Develop the Campaign Message(s)
Successful work zone public information and outreach campaigns generally incorporate
three messages:
·

Safety First - Encouraging motorists to take safety precautions to protect
themselves and highway workers is the most important message to convey to
drivers. Drivers should be continuously reminded to adhere to posted speed limits
and stay alert to prevent crashes. This can be reinforced with warnings about
increased traffic fines and enforcement activity if appropriate.

·

Plan Ahead to Minimize Delay and Frustration - The disruptions caused by a work
zone can be reduced if travelers plan ahead. Additionally, if travelers know what to
expect they will be less frustrated about delays. Another general message that
should be conveyed to the public is to think ahead about the timing of travel, the
route, the mode, and the destination.
Work Zone Details - The current details of a work zone can be provided through a
variety of public information and outreach strategies, including the web, project
hotline, newspaper articles, dynamic message signs (DMS), and others. At a
minimum the details of a work zone should include the dates and times of work zone
activity and the routes, lanes, and ramps affected. If these details are changing, it is
important to provide the most current information. Incorrect and out-of-date
information can compromise the effectiveness of a public information and outreach
campaign.
Travel Times and Delays - Public information on travel times and delays can range
from very general (e.g., “Expect delays”) to very specific (e.g., “Travel time through
work zone is 20 minutes”). More specific information is generally more useful to
travelers and preferable when it is available.
Alternate Methods and Modes of Transportation - Reducing the amount of traffic
through a work zone is one way of reducing congestion and travel delay. This may
involve providing detailed information on carpooling/ridesharing, transit, park and
ride, and telecommuting options. Messages regarding telecommuting may be
targeted to major employers as well as commuters.
Alternate Routes - In many cases alternate routes will need to be devised and
communicated to travelers. These routes may be different depending on the type of
driver (local, long distance, commercial drivers) and timing. Alternate route
messages are essential when construction involves shutting down an entire route.
Alternate route messages may involve DMS located at decision points for drivers.

·

We Care - Motorists are more willing to cope with disruptions and cooperate with
directions when they feel that all necessary steps are being taken to make things
easier. Acceptance of inconvenience related to the work being performed is more
likely with a genuine message from those involved.
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F. Determine Communication Strategies
After identifying the appropriate audience and messages for the work zone project the
next step is to determine the strategies that will be used to get the messages to the
target audiences. There is a wide range of ways to communicate with the public about
work zones. The strategies used must be tailored to the project context, the message
being conveyed, and funding limitations.
The following is a list of a number of communication strategies for disseminating work
zone messages.
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Project websites
Email alerts
Web-connected traffic cameras
Direct mail
FYI brochures/flyers/fact sheets
Newsletters
Legislative briefings
Public meetings/workshops/events
Newspaper/TV/Radio advertising and articles
Maps
Project video
Billboards
Advertising on buses
Information center or kiosk
Project hotline
Dynamic message signs (DMS)
WTMC (travel advisory radio)
Press kit

Communication strategies can be modified to fit the needs of the project for which they
are being used. A combination of several of strategies may make sense for some
projects, while only one or two of the strategies may be necessary for other projects.
Typically there will be a significant amount of interaction between different means of
communication. For example, informational materials such as brochures and fact sheets
are often posted to project web sites, thereby making them more widely accessible.
Similarly, information posted to project web sites or gained from project materials may
be used by news media to provide information through newspapers, the radio, and
television news. Furthermore, drivers are likely to use a variety of different means of
communication, meaning that messages must be consistent across all communication
strategies.
G. Determine When to Communicate
Providing information to the public should not be limited to when a work zone is up and
running. A public information and outreach campaign should also consider strategies to
be implemented before construction begins and after the project is complete. In the
before phase, the campaign should concentrate on general information about the
project, the problems it may cause, and how to find out more information. Near the
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commencement date of a work zone, it may be appropriate to add other methods such
as free media coverage and paid advertising, a telephone “hotline,” and the use of
dynamic message signs. After the completion of the project, information can be provided
about successes and failures of the project and thank project partners.
H. Evaluate Effectiveness
During a long road construction project the effectiveness of the public information and
outreach campaign should be periodically evaluated with the aim of redirecting
resources if necessary. An evaluation might include:
· Documenting and reporting the impacts of the work zone, such as the number of
crashes and traffic delay
· Documenting and reporting the questions, comments, compliments, and complaints
received via hotline, web site, letter, etc.
· Assessing perceptions of successes and failures among the project partners
· Surveying the public, businesses, or commercial truck drivers affected by the work
zone
· Surveying tourism bureaus or other major facilities near the work zone, such as rest
stops
3. Communication Strategies
This section describes a number of commonly used communication strategies:
A. Branding
Branding, such as distinctive project names and “trademark” graphics, logos, and
catchphrases, is often an effective method to enable the target audience(s) to easily
recognize any information related or pertaining to the work zone.
B. Using the Mass Media
Radio, television, and newspapers are still some of the main ways people receive
traveler information. Using these methods to share information should be a cornerstone
of any public information and outreach campaign. Paid advertising is relatively
expensive, but can be a cost-effective way to reach a wide audience. Paid advertising
may be necessary in the case of dramatic changes to the road network such as full
closure of an Interstate.
C. Web Sites
Web sites are one of the primary tools for disseminating (pre-trip) traveler information.
Web sites have many advantages over other types of communication methods, with the
primary advantage being that they can provide up to the minute information on a 24-hour
basis.
There are usually two options for the use of a web site to provide information about a
work zone project. Project information may be may displayed on DelDOT’s Travel
Advisory website which contains scheduled travel restrictions, real time travel advisories,
live traffic cameras, and a live broadcast from the Transportation Management Center
(WTMC). This is useful for smaller projects in which information does not change
frequently or in which there is not a lot of public information to post about the project.
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The other option is to create a web site or web page on DelDOT’s website dedicated
solely to the work zone project. Project web sites are often used for larger projects. This
can provide both static and real-time information, including many of the other forms of
project information such as all types of written material, traffic camera images, travel
times, photographs, maps, and links to other sources of information. A successful project
web site must provide accurate and up-to-date information, be easy to locate, and
people need to know about it. How often a web site is updated will depend on the
project, but most large project web sites will need to be updated at least weekly.
D. Email Alerts
Email alerts provide another way for travelers to get timely information on work zone
activity and traffic delays. Lane closures, delays, and incident/crash information can be
distributed to travelers who have signed up on DelDOT’s website to receive the
information.
E. Printed Materials
There are many ways to employ printed materials to convey work zone information to
the public, including brochures, newsletters, flyers, fact sheets, and maps. These
materials can include upcoming project phases, events, and other important work zone
details. Printed materials may be mailed, handed out, placed for pickup (in welcome
centers, commuter stores, etc.), placed in newspapers, or distributed door to door.
Printed materials may also be posted to project web sites for downloading and printing.
F. Project Hotline
Travel information provided through a toll-free telephone “hotline” is accessible both pretrip and en route. In addition, a project hotline can be used to publicize public meetings,
survey information, and for the public to leave comments and suggestions.
G. Dynamic Message Signs and Highway Advisory Radio (WTMC)
Dynamic message signs (DMS) can be used to publicize when a work zone will begin,
and other types of traveler information. To be most useful, DMS should provide
information at key junctions giving drivers plenty of time to make an informed decision
about which route to take. DelDOT’s WTMC broadcasts nonstop traffic information 24
hours a day and can publicize many types of work zone information.
H. Public Meetings, Workshops, and Community Events
As noted earlier, interaction with the public can be the determining factor in the success
of a public information and outreach campaign. Hosting public meetings or developing a
Working Group gives the affected parties an opening to gain knowledge about the
project but also to convey information and concerns to the project partners. Events such
as ground-breaking ceremonies are great for grasping the attention of the public.
Additional events that can be outlets for spreading information are fairs, school
assemblies, tours, and informational workshops.
I.

Project Office
For large, long-term work zones, a project office or information center can be a useful
strategy to disseminate information and provide a key point of contact for the public.
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J. Videos
A powerful way to give the public a clearer view of the intended outcome of the work
taking place is via video. Videos can be shown in an assortment of settings such as
public meetings, fairs, school assemblies, and workshops. While videos can be
expensive to produce, the advantage of a video is the projection of a consistent
message.
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